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4.4.2 Procedures and policies for maintaining and utilizing Physical, Academic and Support
facilities
Government Degree College Narsampet is situated at Vallabhnagar in Narsampet town. It is near
to Ambedkar Chowk of Narsampet town and it is on the way to Mulugu. It has the Academic and
Physical facilities with total campus area about 18 acres of land and it has mango groves and
running track , Volley ball, kabaddi courts.
The college consists of 9 class rooms among these 3 class rooms are equipped with LCD facilities
to teach the students with ICT tools.

There are five Science laboratories besides English

Language Lab (ELL). It also has one each of the Principal room, Vice-principal room, UGC room,
Examination and office room. There are two rooms meant for departments of English and Arts
faculty. It also has one seminar Hall and Office room. In addition to this the college has one library
with one digital library and the library is providing reprographic services to the students who are
in need of xerox copies for their future reference. The college has small beautiful garden. The
college is provided with furniture in all classrooms. The library consists of 13,700 books, reference
books 5094. The college is upgraded technologically (with bandwidth 50 MBPS) with 96
computers, 5 computer labs such as computer lab, Digital library, TSKC lab and English language
lab with internet hence 04 browsing centres and in 02 various departments. We are providing
Library services constantly to all the students by issuing text books and reference books.
The following committees are functioning under the supervision and suggestions of IQAC
committee. Lab, Library purchase committee, Furniture committee, science laboratory
committees. The above committees take part in the college budget distribution and utilization
towards academic and physical facilities of the institution. At the end of the academic year
academic audit committees are constituted by the Principal and they verify the stock physically as
per the stock Registers of all science laboratories including computer lab, TSKC,

library,

physical education equipment, furniture, audio visuals etc; and update the working equipment at
the end of every academic year.

